Digital Signs
by Thomas Lorenz
Not that many people know it yet, but the future of signs really isn’t signs at all! The future is in interactive
display systems. With well known product lines like Samsung and Sharp one can set up tradeshow displays or
wall video panels in sizes like 70" and 80" inches. Known as "commercial panels" these last longer and are
more reliable than televisions of similar sizes; they also boast a compact package and reduced power
consumption. These types of screens are compatible for 24/7 use (unlike televisions) so are great for airports,
restaurants or even as a lobby sign. These can be used for restaurant menu boards, museum displays, truly the
applications are endless. Digital signs benefit any company that uses them in a variety of ways. They influence
customer behavior, they educate and they can beautify and enhance the space that they occupy. Pretty tall
order for just a "sign" but this interactive media is more effective and powerful than anything we've seen
before it.
Digital signs are a great way to
communicate, train or direct.
These signs can offer anything
from organizational messages and
looping training videos to safety
and directions. Factor in the
amazing capabilities along with the
fact that they can be interactive
and suddenly static signs and
emails are just something of the
past. These panels and displays
can be coupled with audio or
streaming messages to always
remain in constant contact with
your end user. Since digital signage
can be easily updated it saves the
cost of replacing a sign every time
you need a new message. Since
these types of signs can be
interactive as well (like a touch screen or motion detector) your end user will feel a greater connection to the
message. This type of technology is gaining wider acceptance in the market place because of its obvious
benefits. This industry is expected to exponentially overtake the market in the next 10 years. The interactivity
is not limited to your client, it can even be interactive when you change the messages or the content! Some of
these applications can even be shifted from your smartphone so if a last minute speaker shows up at the
convention or a new price is needed for your sandwiches it's easy to change your message from anywhere.
That type of control just has not been seen before in the signage and display industry and that's what makes it
so exciting!
One does not have to go at the daunting task of choosing the right product alone. Here at the Visual Edge we
have recently applied for dealership status as a distributor of these fantastic products. We will send a team of
support staff to the desired location and survey for space, power requirements and feasibility of design. A
design team will work with you from start to finish, ensuring the final product is exactly to your specifications.
Getting a digital sign in Denver has never been so easy! We also service outlying cities Colorado. You will
always talk to a live, friendly person during business hours.

